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Description of Revain
Revain - User Reviews & Ratings about Products, Brands and Companies. First Trustworthy Review Platform, Built With Blockchain Technology. Revain is a review platform that aims to curate and reward user feedback on products and services by leveraging blockchain technology. Revain encourages independent authors to write reviews and attach ratings to them. As posts are made, Revain aggregates, averages, and publicly displays corresponding scores and rankings to their platform. As it stands, the project is built on both Ethereum and Tron and uses their technology to prevent relevant stakeholders from tampering with the reviews while rewarding users for their feedback. For more regular updates on the project, visit Revain's blog where the Revain team posts announcements, new features, and community competitions.
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A Comprehensive Review of Revain: A Unique Perspective
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Revain, in my opinion, is a cryptocurrency that takes a unique and intelligent approach to tackling one of the most significant issues in the digital age - the credibility and authenticity of online reviews. It's not just another coin in the crypto market; it's a blockchain-based platform that's addressing a problem that affects us all.

Revain's most intriguing feature is its innovative use of blockchain technology to ensure the authenticity and transparency of online reviews. In a world wh

Pros
	Incentivized Reviews: Revain's unique feature is the incentivization of reviews. Users are rewarded with RVN tokens for writing high-quality and informative reviews, making it a rewarding experience


	Transparency: All reviews on the Revain platform are recorded on the blockchain, ensuring their immutability and transparency. This promotes trust and authenticity in the review process.

	Recognition and Rewards: Reviewers on Revain receive recognition and rewards not only in the form of RVN tokens but also through the respect and appreciation of the crypto community.


Cons
	Quality Control: While incentivized reviews can be beneficial, there is a risk that some users may submit low-quality or biased reviews in pursuit of rewards. Maintaining the quality and authenticity of reviews is an ongoing challenge.

	Competition: Revain operates in a competitive space with other review platforms, and standing out in the market can be a challenge.
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Revain - Product Review Platform or Everything? Inside view...
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Reviews or feedback platforms, is there a difference?

To begin with, I always read reviews and feedback about a particular product before buying) This is how my inquisitive mind works, I have to find out all the possible nuances about the product!) Is it really as good as the manufacturer describes it!

Yes, you probably noticed that I shared reviews and feedback.
The fact is that the reviews in the majority are the result of the work of a professional, a person who purposefully devoted to the

Pros
	many reviews

	many custom photos

	comfortable


Cons
	-
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Great review site for both beginners and experienced writers
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What can be said about the raven team. A fairly fresh ambitious project tuned to honesty and openness in the social space.
A cool team of developers makes a review service that helps everyone, Quality sellers and companies to get an objective assessment and earn money by the author, which encourages more to write a review. It is also necessary to understand that the company helps to advertise those projects that are worthy of world criticism.
The authors of this company become experts in…

Pros
	Great project


Cons
	Sometimes the site does not work, but issues are quickly resolved.
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Blockchain. How Revain encrypts reviews in Bitcoin.
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After writing a review and its moderation, the review receives the Published status.

Further, the ratings of the review, the pros and cons, the review text itself are added into one long character line. You can view it by clicking on the blockchain link that each review has.





 

we get to a page that contains the same information on all reviews and their updates.

Since there are many reviews, Revain has been accumulating several reviews for some time. And for each such review…

Pros
	The most simple and reliable revocation security system.


Cons
	None
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 Great platform for honest reviews. Plus they pay for it.
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What is Revain?
Welcome, dear readers! First of all, I would like to tell you about my personal experience of using the platform. I registered relatively recently - about 2 months ago. During this time, I have already written 9 reviews for various products and companies, and I decided to dedicate the 10th anniversary review to Revain. In general, I am satisfied with the current state of affairs, my reviews are read, and I receive funds for this, although small, but nice.

From the very beginni

Pros
	Comfortable

	honest reviews


Cons
	Difficult search for information for beginners
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Revain is the lucrative Krıpto Trade assessment apparatus. 
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Revain is an extremely easy to utilize Crypto Trade assessment apparatus for clients. It additionally remunerates Revain clients for their rating. Revain offers awesome help to the two clients and trades in the web world. Concerning the installment techniques, Revain, which has a basic use, stores the awards into your wallet account as digital money in an exceptionally brief time frame. With respect to the language alternatives, it is generally excellent to have the English language choice. As

Pros
	 prize cash 

	  simple to utilize 


Cons
	 2 language alternatives
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the platform with the best rewards system I have found on the internet
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In the cryptocurrency market there is currently a great revolution. There are people who want to invest in or learn about cryptocurrencies, but they don't know where to start. On the internet we can find many pages with reviews about the currency and cryptocurrency market, but none have the level of reliability that the Revain project has. Not only reliability is its strength, but many other aspects, such as the rewards it offers, which are based on a token called RVN which is a stable coin.…

Pros
	no platform rewards its users better than revain. 

	As you level up on the platform, the higher the rewards, and in less than 1 month you can earn the equivalent of $ 83 in tokens just by writing your own opinions on different projects.

	It has a powerful artificial intelligence system that only allows you to create your own reviews, so no one can plagiarize your reviews

	They are constantly updated, in fact when I started 1 month ago you could do 3 daily reviews and now you can do 5

	In the last update, there is the possibility of earning up to $ 10,000 just by convincing some projects to associate the revain widget with their platforms and  get  an honest feedback

	weekly telegram chat competitions also rewards users who share good quality content with others


Cons
	the only complaint I have about revain is that when I made my first withdrawal the platform was presenting a problem and that is why it arrived very late, but they were able to solve it very efficiently.
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I enjoy working with revain
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As a revain author, it is my pleasure to share my experience. Revain is a blockchain based Review Platform that offers reliable, fair and unbiased feedback as much as possible. This is to say that all Reviews found on this platform are the true representation of the company under review. Sometimes, the review may even clearly mention that cryptocurrency project is a scam.
All authors on Revain  Platform must write only quality reviews this is because if not, such review will not be published.

Pros
	Revain has a very reliable customer support team

	The official telegram channel provide useful updates about the project 

	RVN which is the revain token is very stable, valuable and can be exchanged easily

	There is training and courses section on the website that offer educative training on blockchain and cryptocurrency

	There is referral program that offers reasonable incentives to authors

	Revain reviews covers multiple areas of Blockchain and cryptocurrency like projects, cards, games, wallets etc

	The advanced Machine learning based algorithm (AI) used to proofread authors review ensure that only quality reviews will be published

	Proper KYC is done at signup stage

	Quality reviews found on revain Platform can be used to choose reliable project. This is because reviews written on revain does not need to be positive to be quality. It provides the true feedback about a project. Even if a company under review is a scan, it will be mentioned so readers can count on revain reviews 


Cons
	There is further need to improve on customer service
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Your experience is worth something
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I came across Revain while searching for airdrops. Revain was promoting its airdrop and i was fascinated by the project. It was mentioned that Revain is a platform that rewards its users for their experiences and expertise in the field of digital currencies.
I quickly registered in the site and started exploring it. It is one of the greatest platforms built on blockchain technology. Most crypto enthusiast generally refer to forums like bitcointalk or online news portals for any information they

Pros
	The best review platform for crypto projects and platforms

	Efficient reward system to reward the experiences shared

	Users are rewarded with a stable coin

	Quality assessment through AI engine

	Hundreds of companies to review


Cons
	There are some irrelevant reviews by naive users

	REV token needs more practical applications in the real world
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My opinion and review on Revain project.
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Revain is one of the projects which could be one of the most important projects in the world in a very short period. Because this project was established to be the reliable means of identifying the characteristics of companies and projects and seeing the extent of their credibility. This project has also built a community of members with enough experience for many companies, who share their opinions by writing honest and understandable reviews. This project also offers financial rewards of more

Pros
	Very useful and comfortable project


Cons
	Nothing.
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Revain is a useful and effective project for all communities.
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It's my first review into the Revain project and that's why I decided this review should be about the Revain project itself. A few weeks ago, I read to count the reviews in this project about some of the projects I was doing some research on. And then I went to the official page of this project and found it very effective and useful. Because this project is based on the idea of providing all the information and details that pertain to a very large number of companies and various projects around

Pros
	This project does not provide any false information.

	This project includes reviews and experiences from many companies around the world.


Cons
	Nothing.
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My review and my point of view in the famous project Revain.
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Hello friends, I will talk today about a project that impressed me and positively changed my economic life, it is the perfect Revain project. This project is based on great ideas that make crypto-currency collectors fully confident while reading the reviews on the official page. This project aims to gather all the opinions, perspectives and experiences of users of crypto projects and platforms in order to provide maximum benefit to new users. It also offers awards to all members present in the…

Pros
	Offers perfect prizes for all project members.

	It offers enough tips on cryptocurrency projects and platforms .


Cons
	nothing.
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My Research and Review about Revain
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Hello everyone, friends, now I will tell you about Revain, an excellent crypto project. Revain is a crypto project where you can write and evaluate reviews for various projects, companies, brands. Revain platform is a platform that values its users and always focuses on self-improvement. I like that Revain is always up to date, constantly changing himself, developing and innovating all the time. I follow Revain's updates and innovations through Revain's blog. If you want, you can also follow…

Pros
	It's always up to date and improving himself.

	It values its users.


Cons
	Nothing about it.
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What is Revain Coin
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I will share my thoughts on the Revain platform. I am a new member of the Revain platform and although I am really new, it is really useful, fast and well prepared in terms of security. It is one of the rare projects that provides people with additional income and information exchange. The system is really nicely seated. It is a beautiful platform that clearly shares the necessary information from support teams and social media with its users. On this platform, we can earn RVN coins by…

Pros
	organizes constantly changing awards

	easy to use and profitable

	special offers on weekends

	support team is very fast

	we learn a lot by exchanging information

	a well-prepared platform for security


Cons
	they can create their own applications
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IPHONE Safari? Bug - Categories >> Finance >> Bounce house.
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I just signed up.  This is my first review!

As I was navigating the menu to exit my first entry in user settings when the menu began bouncing (for lack of better words) between opened and closed.

While it is very difficult to time the menu navigation selections, I feel it is rather entertaining and an enjoyable challenge. 

The menu seems to work fine until I click from categories to finance. After I click finance, the bouncing begins!

While this certainly wasn’t the purpose of my visit…

Pros
	Good clean fun!

	Plain old boring menu navigation turned into a simple but fun video game.


Cons
	Unintended “features”.
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Revain is the first blockchain technology for writing reviews.
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Hi guys, we shall focus on a subject which is one of the first blockchain technology for writing reviews with attached rewards. Revain is a digital network that generates a form of traffic not by advertising reviews of users but by a simple system. It is a platform that analyses the personal experience of cryptocurrency traders and other crypto related investment. However, it rewards the users after checking and confirming their reviews which is less than a day. In addition, every user is rewar

Pros
	it provides registration format which doesn't require KYC.

	It operates with authentication security.

	Airdrop are available for users on weekly basis.

	It pays users through a blockchain technology.


Cons
	There's none for this review.
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My thoughts and some facts about Revain
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Revain was a very good platform before. It was giving good prizes to the authors. The rewards were high and work principles are adorable. But then, the founders made the gaining hard. They do it step by step, day by day. Rewards are less, earning is harder right now. But still it is possible. They give you REV tokens as reward and it is a cryptocurrency. You can get them via an ethereum or thron wallet. It is also easy.
Using Revain is absolutely free. If you are a real author and have author…

Pros
	Free to use

	Paying you for writing reviews


Cons
	Servers are very bad

	Rewards are less than before

	There is no password changing feature

	You often face with server problems while using website

	No desktop or mobile app
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Revain a disloyal company
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Revain was a crypto project that offered rewards in exchange for writing company reviews
In recent months the company changed the rules of the game unilaterally, without prior notice, and harmful to the people who wrote for the platform.

Those of us who wrote, receiving meager compensation, but with the expectation of leveling up and then charging slightly more worthy sums, have deceived us.

Today everything written is useless, it is no longer useful to reach level 10 or be an

Pros
	Your original idea


Cons
	Fooled the people who wrote reviews

	Modified its rewards policy 3 times in the last 30 days, all times to the detriment of those who write on the platform

	Lack of seriousness
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revain is a venture that we come to compose our unique considerations about the subject 
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I can say that revain is a decent task that we come from by composing our contemplations about any crypto trade, wallet or venture. Up to 10 levels, we acquire 'rvn' per each level. After level 10, we procure 'rvn' per survey. Taking into account that there are numerous activities, trades or wallets, we can come in great sums. On the off chance that we welcome our companions with our reference, we can acquire 0.5 rvn per individual. We can without much of a stretch track down the subject we ne

Pros
	We can compose our free musings on stock trades, wallets or any subject identified with crypto 

	  decent task for us to create extra pay 

	 There are challenges where we can get additional prizes each week 


Cons
	 In the event that we made a withdrawal demand interestingly, it took me a long effort to store it in our record following seven days.
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Platform like no other - REVAIN
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Today I will write about the Revain platform.  I have been a user of this platform for about a month.  I mean, it's one of the best review platforms I've ever come across.  The Revain platform gives us REV coin, the site's own project, for each review we write.  1 REV coin is approximately equal to 1 dollar.
 But I know that sometimes you face injustice.  For example, although I did not see any problems with my article, it is removed from the site.  But although it is a new platform, it has a…

Pros
	Pays a certain amount of money with its own cryptocurrency for each review we write

	7/24 active customer support for users


Cons
	Sometimes the withdrawal process may can take a long time
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Revain company has claimed their profile and manages this page via a corporate account


Contacts
Official website
revain.org

Social media
	twitter
	reddit
	github
	facebook
	instagram
	telegramChannel




Company guide

What is Revain?Revain is an honest review platform for the blockchain era. Powered by blockchain technology, it prevents stakeholders from tampering and deleting unfavorable reviews, and rewards users for quality feedback.


How Does it Work?Reviews published on Revain are stored on the blockchain. Each review has a hash code which is written on the blockchain and cannot be changed. It ensures the integrity of the reviews and makes it impossible to hide censorship or fakes.


How do I Register on the Platform?To sign up as an author on Revain, you just need to enter your email address, a password and provide at least one link to your social media account. You can also open a business account. To do that, you will also need to enter the company’s name and domain, and then verify your account.


How to Post a Review?Users can write reviews of any company, product or service represented on the platform. They need to click on the “Write a review button” and simply enter the text and attach the images. Once review passes the moderation, it will be published on the according page. All reviews have to meet the criteria of the Revain Review Policy.


What is Revain WidgetRevain Widget is a free business tool, developed by Revain. It displays the reviews of a company directly on its website. Visitors can also write reviews of the company without needing to leave the website. To get the Widget a company representative needs to contact Revain and paste the custom code.







New products
	✨ Tinsel	🌈 Iridescent Tinsel Strands Metallic Icicle Streamers - Pack of 2000 for Holiday Christmas Tree, Mermaid, Unicorn, Birthday, Wedding, Anniversary - Hanging Party Decorations
	🎄 Shimmering Gold and Silver Tinsel Garland - 2500 Strands, Iridescent Foil Fringe Icicles, Perfect for Christmas and Special Occasion Decorations
	Brite Star Icicles Tinsel: 2000 Strand, Silver, Count - Sparkling Christmas Décor to Enhance Your Festive Ambiance
	Shimmering FLOMOUSA Tinsel Icicles - 4000 Silver Strands - Christmas Tree Decoration - Flameproof, Lead-Free
	🎄 Brite Star Tinsel Icicles: Silver, 3 Packages with 1000 Count each – Sparkling Christmas Decorations
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